
CHAPTER-10 
LIGHT –REFLECTION AND REFRACTION 



•  TOPIC – SOLVE NUMERICALS BASED ON SPHERICAL MIRRORS 

BY USING MIRROR FORMULA AND MAGNIFICATION FORMULA. 

 

• SUBTOPIC- OBJECTIVE OF THE CLASS 

• RECALLING THE FORMULAS ANS SIGN CONVECTION 

• TO CALCULATE THE FOCAL LENGTH (OR) IMAGE DISTANCE 
(OR) OBJECT DISTANCE BY USING SPHERICAL MIRROR 
FORMULA .  

• TO CALCULATE THE IMAGE HEIGHT OR IMAGE IS DIMINISHED 
OR ENLARGED BY USING MAGNIFICATION FORMULA 

 

 



1. Find the focal length of a convex mirror whose radius of curvature is 
32 cm.  (page no 171) 
Given- R=32 
Required- f= ? 
Solution 
Radius of curvature, R = 32 cm 
Radius of curvature = 2 × Focal length (f) 
R = 2 f      
f = R/2 
f = 32/2  
  = 16 cm 
Hence, the focal length of the given convex mirror is 16 cm. 
Concept Insight - Focal length of a spherical mirror is half the radius of 
curvature. Focal length of convex mirror is positive sign 
 



2. A concave mirror produces three times magnified ( enlarged) real 
image of an object placed at 10 cm in front of it. Where is the image 
located? (page 171) 

Given 

Magnification m= -3 ( negative sign real image) 

Object distance u= - 10 ( object distance negative it is placed left side) 

Required,  v=? ( image distance) 

Formula m = - v/u 

               -3 = -v/-10 

               v= -30 cm  ( negative sign indicated inverted, real image 
located in left in front of the mirror) 



q. 12 (page 186) 

An object is placed at a distance of 10 cm from a convex mirror of focal 
length 15 cm .Find the position and nature of the image 
Given- object distance u = - 10 cm  
             focal length f = + 15  ( f is positive for a convex mirror) 
Required-  image distance v = ? 
Solution- 
1/f= 1/u + 1/v 
1/15 =  -- 1/10 + 1/v 
1/15 + 1/10 = 1/v ( take L CM) 
2+3/30 = 1/v 
5/30 = 1/v 
1/6 = 1/v 
V= 6 cm  ( Image distance v= + 6 cm ,  nature of image is virtual and erect 
formed at a distance of 6 cm behind the mirror) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Q 14 page (186) 
An object 5 cm in length is placed at a distance of 20 cm in front of a convex mirror of 
radius of curvature 30 cm .Find the position of the image ,its nature and size. 
Given- height of the object ho = 5 cm 
            object distance u = - 20 cm 
     radius of curvature R = 30 , f= R/2 = 30/2= +15 (convex mirror) 
Required v=?, hi=?, Nature of image 
Solution-    
1/f= 1/u+ 1/v 
1/15 = -- 1/20 + 1/v                                             Magnification m=  --v/u = hi/h0 
1/15 + 1/20 = 1/v  (LCM)                             

4+3/60 = 1/v                                                                                 hi= -v h/u 
7/60 = 1/v 

60/7 =v                                                                                        hi = -- 8.6x5/--20  =  2. 15 cm 
8.6 cm 
A virtual , erect image of height 2.2 cm is formed behind the mirror at a distance of 8.6 cm 
from the mirror 



Q15 (page 186). A n object of size 7 cm is placed at 27 cm in front of a 
concave mirror of focal length 18 cm .At what distance from the mirror 
should a screen be placed ,so that a sharp focused image can be obtained? 
Find the size and the nature of the image. 

Given-  height of the object h0 =7 cm 

              focal length f = -- 18 cm ( concave mirror) 

Required-          height of the image hi= ? 

                             image distance v = ?       

Solution- 

1/f= 1/u+ 1/v                                        m =  --- v/u = hi/ho 

--1/18 = ---1/27 + 1/  v                        hi = --v x ho/ u 

--1/18 +1/27= 1/v                                 hi =  ---( ---54 )x 7/--27 

--3 +2/54 = 1/v                                       hi =  --14cm 

-1/54 = 1/v               image is formed 54 cm on the object side (left ), the 
image  

V = --54 cm                is real, inverted, enlarged in size. 

 

 

 



Home work questions 

Q1. 4.5 cm needle is placed 12 cm away from a convex mirror of 
focal length 15 cm. Give the location of image and magnification.  
( Ans  v = +6.6cm, m = + 0.55,virtual, erect, diminished) 

Q2. An object of size 5 cm is placed at a distance of 25cm from 
the pole of a concave mirror of radius of curvature 30 cm . 
Calculate the distance and size of the image so formed . What  
will be the nature of the image.(Ans v = -37.5 cm, hi= -7.5 cm, 
real , inverted, enlarged) 


